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Teacher’s Notes: 

 

This story is based on the restoration of a home built in the 1850‟s by Benjamin Drake, a 

southwest Michigan pioneer. Two seventh graders, Maddy and Zach, use the clues they have unearthed 

to fill the gaps between historical facts. 

 

The book deals with a number of challenging discussion points: 

 

 Early history of Kalamazoo, Micigan and Oshtemo Township including treatment of the  

Potawotami Indians living there at the time. 

 The Civil War and Civil War reenactors. 

 The line between history and historical fiction...facts versus imagination 

 The tension between friendship and competitive sports 

 The value of trying something new even if we don‟t want to 
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Teacher’s Summary: 

 

Chapter 1 

Maddy and Zach run for the Drake House barn during a thunderstorm. Zach falls in a hole and cuts his 

leg. Maddy helps him out. They recognize each other from school. Zach explains that his father and his 

fellow Civil War reenactors are restoring the Drake House. Maddy explains that she stays with her 

grandfather who lives in a nearby retirement home after her Saturday soccer games. Zach tells of his 

hope to make movies some day. 

 

Chapter 2 

 Next Saturday Zach finds Maddy fishing at the Drake Pond and invites her to look for whatever 

scratched him in the hole he had fallen into. He discovers a rusty knife blade. Back in the barn he 

discovers initials and a heart carved into a beam. He sees these as the basis for a movie. Maddy scoffs. 

Zach is convinced that more treasures lie buried in the hole. 

 

Chapter 3 

 While Zach probes for more finds, Maddy wanders to the Drake House, opens the storm-cellar doors 

and explores the basement finding a cigar box with her own special clues. 

 

Student Worksheet 

 

Tales From the Drake House Outhouse...Chapters 1 - 3 

 

Vocabulary/Spelling Words 

clenched 

downpour 

crater 

tattered 

Civil War reenactors 

paintball 

mathematician 

chirped 

retirement community 

animation 

skylight 

concession stand 

bobber 

shank 

stringer 

vegetarian 

tranquil 

haft 

antique 

hand-hewn beam 

a dig 

ancient site 

„finds‟ 

storm cellar 

haunted house 

turnips 

vertical 

warped 

depression 

Union Army 

rubbing-stone

 

Right There Questions... 

Maddy pulls her hair straight back slick as a ________________. 

 

What grade are Maddy and Zach in?_________ 

 

Zach‟s dad belongs to a group of __________________________________________ 

 

What does Maddy say to let us know she hates to play soccer?_____________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

What kind of movies does Zach plan to make?_________________________________ 
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Why does Maddy put the fish she catches back in the water?_______________________ 

 

What letters and word does Zach find carved into the hand-hewn beam? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What did the doors slanting from the Drake House lead to?________________________ 

 

What was the name on the cigar box Maddy found?______________________________ 

 

What two things did Maddy find in the cigar box?_______________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

On My Own Questions... 

If you were Zach, would you like to be part of Civil War reenactments?_____________ 

 

What would you feel or do if your parents wanted you to play a sport or an instrument and you weren‟t 

interested?________________________________________________  

 

Is Maddy right that Zach shouldn‟t make up stories about things that happened in history? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Tell about a spooky place you went into, the way Maddy went into the storm cellar. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Zach teases Maddy about being a vegetarian. Do you think people should be teased about what they 

choose to eat? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Mapping and visualizing... 

Draw a map from above showing the pond, the hole Zach fell into, the barn and Drake House. 

 

Draw a side view of the hole Zach fell into and the possible layers built over time the way an 

archeologist would look at a „dig‟.
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Teacher's Summary: Chapters 4-6 

 

Discussion points: 

 Sometimes we get shoved into doing something against our wishes but then discover we are 

good at it and actually like it. 

 Minority-culture parents can sometimes insist on their children learning and displaying their 

diversity. 

 You can never start too early to focus on a career. 

 It‟s important to know how to reduce outside stimulation in order to be quiet and at home with 

our thoughts. 

 

Chapter 4 

Zach goes to the soccer complex to work the concession booth for the Civil War reenactors. He spots 

Maddy and her team. She is reluctantly recruited to play goalie when her friend, Neela, an Asian Indian, 

is injured. Maddy surprises everyone by being quite good at it.  

 

Chapter 5 

Maddy and her grandfather, Pete, end up at Zach‟s apartment where they discover Zach‟s passion for 

movies. Maddy tells her grandfather of Zach‟s plan to make a movie about the Drake House. Pete, a 

natural story teller, offers to help Zach with a script and invites the kids to his special get-away cabin in 

the woods. 

 

Chapter 6 

On the way to the cabin, Pete reviews the clues the youngsters have gathered. At his property he shows 

them the cairns he has built. They explore his simple cabin and discover his box of arrowheads. 

 

Student Worksheet 

 

Tales From the Drake House Outhouse...Chapters 4-6 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

Match the vocabulary with the correct definition. 

 

junk food  to be good at something ...easily   

volunteers      sharp, chipped stone tied to an arrow 

to „mark‟ someone playing soccer   dry material used to start a fire 

screenplay      a blood relative      

sari       dialogue, music and sound effects 

kindling       bright colored Indian dress 

to be a natural                  opposite of healthy food  

arrowhead       a pile of rocks to mark a trail  
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direct descendant     to defend a player on the other team 

audio in a movie     the script or story behind a movie 

cairn       people who offer their help without pay   

 

Right There Questions: 

What is the name of the goalie on Maddy‟s team?________________________ 

What was the number of the player who smashed into Maddy‟s goalie?________  

When Maddy got hit she couldn‟t breathe for a while. Her coach said she had 

the_____________________________ out of her.       

Zach‟s mother fed Maddy some ________________________________. 

 

Zach said he didn‟t just watch movies, he __________________________them.  

 

How many acre‟s was Pete‟s land?_____________ 

 

On My Own Questions... 

Have you ever been told to do something, as Maddy was, when you really didn‟t want to do it? Tell 

about it. 

  

Why do you think Zach might be able to make movies when he gets older?  

 

 

Teacher's Summary: Chapters 7-9 

 

Discussion points: 

 Sometimes an older person can believe in us when others don‟t. 

 Stories are a good way to tell the truth. 

 It‟s important to stay calm and keep thinking when we get in a tough situation. 

 

Chapter 7 

On the way home, Pete offers his first suggestions for Zach‟s movie. He incorporates the knife and a tea 

cup handle into a story about a young „Drake‟ couple and how the newlywed groom, Nathaniel, enlisted 

in the Civil War.  

 

Chapter 8 

Next Saturday at the soccer field, both Pete and Zach work on the script placing Nathaniel in the thick of 

a battle scene. Later, Zach e-mails more of the story to Maddy and Pete. Maddy is a reluctant 

participant, more concerned about an upcoming decision to go to soccer camp. Pete is encouraging. 

 

Chapter 9 Pete finds Zach at the „dig‟ and helps him unearth another artifact that neither can identify. 

He offers to help the youngsters make a box to display the „finds‟. Zach raids a nearby construction-site 

dumpster for the lumber and uses his wit to get out a jam. 
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Student Worksheet 

 

Tales From the Drake House Outhouse...Chapters 7-9 

 

Vocabulary: 

horse breeding  

war widow 

Civil War muster 

sound effects 

sugar-maple 

copper rivet 

artifacts 

ambulance wagons 

front lines 

shallow trench 

bowie knife 

 

 

Fill in each sentence with the correct vocabulary word: 

 

1. Twisted _______________trees stand like old soldiers on each side of a lane that ends at Drake Road.  

2. She slides a _____________________________out of its leather sheath. 

3. I‟d rather be an old maid than a ____________________________. 

4. This next scene is played with just music and ___________________________. 

5. He scratches and pulls dirt until he has dug a ____________________________. 

6. And maybe her mom and dad don‟t think of her like a little girl anymore and her dad lets her get 

involved in _________________________________. 

7. I‟ll be driving ______________________and won‟t be on the _____________ anymore. 

8. He hadn‟t found anything all day and next weekend he would be going to a 

____________________________________with his father. 

9. Pete knelt to help screen for_______________________. 

10. “What could this be?” Zach asked holding out the _________________________. 

 

Reading Questions: 

Why was Mariah so upset with Nathaniel on their wedding morning? 

Why didn‟t Maddy want to help Zach with his story anymore? 

What were the letters on the rivet that Zach and Pete found? Can you guess what they stood for? 

 

Writing Activity: 

1. Describe what it was like for Nathaniel when he was in the battle of Shiloh. 

2. Have you ever been in trouble the way Zach was when he got caught taking wood from a dumpster? 

What did you say or do to get out of a jam? 
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Teacher's Summary: Chapters 10-12 

 

Discussion points: 

 It‟s important to talk with parents and let them know how you feel. 

 Should a person do less than their best in order to keep a friendship? 

 Minority-culture parents sometimes push their children to excel more than majority-culture 

parents do. 

 

Chapter 10 

Zach is a reluctant participant in a Civil War re-enactment. Dressed as a drummer boy, he endures 

gawking spectators, itching pants and unappetizing if authentic food. His father addresses Zach‟s lack of 

enthusiasm offering him the opportunity to decline further involvement. Zach decides to try one more 

event. 

 

Chapter 11 

Maddy and Neela end up at the same goalie camp. Maddy turns out to be quite a natural at the position 

to her girlfriend‟s chagrin. Maddy does not want to jeopardize the friendship by showing-up her best 

friend. She talks it over online with Zach. 

 

Chapter 12 

Maddy emerges as a star receiving top awards. She tries to talk to Neela about the oppressive 

expectations her parents put on her as a minority. Maddy chooses to do her best. The friendship suffers. 

 

Student Worksheet 

 

Tales From the Drake House Outhouse...Chapters 10-12 

 

Vocabulary: 

use each of the following in its own sentence: 

 

blue flannel pants 

 

cute drummer boy 

 

“Ten‟hut!” 

 

calloused carpenter hands 

 

bouncing lightly, full of energy 

 

chipped a floating ball 

 

what kind of friend would that be 

 

my parents are going to freak out if 
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On Your Own Questions: 

 Tell about someone you know who likes to do things that you hate to do. Think of Zach versus 

Arnold. 

 

 Have you ever been in a play or a sporting event where people look at you and talk about you but 

you can‟t say anything back? What did that feel like? Think about Zach at the muster. 

 

 Describe a situation where parents want their child to do more and be more than the child wants. 

What can the child do? 

 

 Is it selfish to do your best even if your friends won‟t like you anymore? 

 

Visualizing:  

 

Draw Zach‟s drum 

 

Draw Maddy‟s necklace charm. 

 

 

Teacher's Summary: Chapters 13-17 

 

Discussion points: 

 Pioneer spirit – hardy individualism or selfish opportunism 

 Treatment of Native Americans by early settlers – fair? necessary? alternatives? 

 Historical fiction versus historical fact – movies and novels versus museums and historical 

archives. 

 How to handle complete disillusionment. 

 

Chapter 13 

Zach finds two more artifacts at the bottom of the hole. As he and Maddy work with Pete to construct a 

display box, Pete holds forth on historical facts about the Drake family. 

 

Chapter 14 

 Zach combines artifacts and history to develop the next part of his script describing the Drake‟s arrival 

on the scene. Maddy is upset that Zach and her grandfather are embroidering history and can‟t possibly 

know what really happened. Pete reminds his granddaughter that „all stories are true and some of them 

actually happened.‟ 

Chapter 15 

Pete suddenly realizes that the hole they have been digging is the former outhouse hole for the Drake 

House. Zach is crushed. He jumps on his bike and heads out. 

 

Chapter 16 

Maddy and Pete wonder where Zach has gone. They discuss Maddy‟s problems with her friend Neela. 

Zach‟s mother calls. He is missing. Could he have gone to Pete‟s cabin? 

 

Chapter 17 

Zach tries to fix a fallen cairn on Pete‟s property but gets trapped when a large rock falls on his leg. He 

is about to give up hope when he hears voices calling him. 
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Student Worksheet 

 

Tales From the Drake House Outhouse...Chapters 13-17 

 

Vocabulary: 

match the vocabulary with the correct definition 

 

crockery     Native American tribe living near Kalamazoo c. 1830 

compartments rendered worn-out, useless 

squatting small shed over a hole that served as a toilet 

corn cob another name for an outhouse 

prairie schooner bio-degraded material, a form of dirt 

Potawatomi to cut off a body part 

stove-in sections or part of a structure 

privy a kind of earthen ware used to make jugs 

outhouse the core of an ear of corn 

compost wagon used by American pioneers to migrate west 

amputate a way to acquire rights to a parcel of land 

 

Right There Questions: 

1. Describe the piece of black rock that Zach found. __________________________________ 

 

2. What year in American history was the gold rush?___________ 

 

3. What the last name of the man who Benjamin Drake found on the land he later claimed? 

 

4. What was the tribal name of the Native Americans who lived where the Drake house 

stands?_________________________________________ 

 

5. What were the names of the drake children? ____________, _____________, __________. 

 

Reading Questions: 

 According to Zach, why did Benjamin Drake want Washburn drunk? 

 

 What three things did early settlers need to do in order to own land? 

 

 Why was Zach so upset when he learned about the hole he had been searching? 

 

On Your Own Questions: 

 Did Benjamin Drake treat the Native Americans fairly? 

 

 Did Drake treat Mr. Washburn fairly? 

 

 Was Maddy right that people should only look at the historical facts and not try to make up 

stories to fill in the facts? 
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Teacher’s Summary: Chapters 18-19 

 

Discussion points: 

 How realistic is nostalgia for „the good old days‟? 

 History relates facts with limited access to the feelings and motivations of those involved. 

Can literature, movies, stories and plays fill in the gaps that pure history leaves out? 

 Sometimes when we are forced to try something new, we can be surprised by how much we 

like it. 

 Good storytelling is based on personal experience – what we know best. 

 

 

Chapter 18 

Zach is at the final muster of the season. Pete and Maddy come to watch. Pete explains that „the good 

old days‟ probably weren‟t all that good. They discuss the value of historical fiction. Zach‟s father 

invites them to stay for supper.  

 

Chapter 19 

Zach takes his friends on a tour of the encampment. In a „tented‟ general store, Maddy spots a 

connection for one their „finds‟. Later, around the campfire, Pete encourages Zach to get the display box 

and tell the troops a story. After a good start, Zach falters. He and Pete look to Maddy to pick up the 

narrative. She hesitates then begins storytelling. She and Zach cooperate as they weave a plausible story 

behind the remaining artifacts. 

 

Epilogue 

Students are challenged to read some of the recorded historical facts and then try to fill in the gaps the 

way Maddy and Zach have. 

 

 

Student Worksheet 

 

Tales From the Drake House Outhouse...Chapters 18-19 

 

Vocabulary: 

mock battle slate board 

mortar eye contact 

blank loads notched 

fife-and-drum missionaries 

ankle-length native tongue 

hammered dulcimer Panama 

Kepi hats 

 

Reading and On Your Own Questions: 

 What did Maddy‟s grandfather try to teach her about the way things used to be in the past? 

 Pete tried to teach Maddy that good stories come from your own experience. How did he do that? 

 

 Jeremy, Zach‟s dad, didn‟t want Pete to buy Coke‟s for dinner. Why? 
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 Maddy learned that she could tell stories too.  Tell about a time you discovered a talent that you 

didn‟t know you had. 

 

 Zach was surprised when Pete asked him to tell stories since Zach thought of his stories as a 

movie script.  Do good movies tell a good story?  

 

 Zach finally found a way to connect with his father‟s hobby. Can you think of a time when you 

went along with an idea even though you didn‟t like it at first and then found a way to enjoy it? 

 

Literary devices:  

 

Symbol:  Pete uses a balled-up ice cream wrapper to illustrate how historical objects can‟t   

             tell us about people‟s feelings at the time. 

 

Simile:  Pete compares storytellers to kids in an attic trying on old clothes 

 

 


